A framework for modeling and visualizing cardiovascular deformation under normal and altered circulatory conditions.
The aim of this paper is to model and visualize cardiovascular deformations in order to better understand vascular movements inside the lung and heart caused by abnormal cardiac conditions. The modeling was performed in two steps: first step involved modeling the cardiac output taking into account of the heart rate and preload blood volume, contractility and systematic vascular resistance. The second step involved deforming a 3D cine cardiac gated Magnetic Resonance Volume to the corresponding cardiac output. Cardiac-gated MR imaging of 4 healthy volunteers were acquired. For each volunteer, a total of 24 short-axis and 18 radial planar views were acquired on a 1.5 T MR scanner during a series of 12-15 second breath-hold maneuvers. A 3D multi-resolution optical flow deformable image registration algorithm was used to quantify the volumetric cardiovascular displacements for known cardiac outputs. Results show that a real-time visualization of the vascular deformations inside both the lung as well as the heart can be seen for different cardiac outputs representing normal and abnormal cardiac conditions.